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Supplementary Material
Supplementary Table

Table S1 Moisture distribution in digestates and Post-AD THP digestate from Plants A-E (Pre-AD THP) and Plants F-H (None-THP)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plant ID</th>
<th>Free water (%)</th>
<th>Interstitial water (%)</th>
<th>Bound water (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Digestate Post-AD THP</td>
<td>Digestate post-AD THP</td>
<td>Digestate post-AD THP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>89.7 95.9</td>
<td>9.8 3.8</td>
<td>0.5 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>89.8 96.8</td>
<td>10.0 2.7</td>
<td>0.2 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>93.1 97.8</td>
<td>6.8 0.1</td>
<td>0.02 2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>92.0 97.3</td>
<td>6.3 0.5</td>
<td>1.7 2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>89.2 97.5</td>
<td>9.2 1.2</td>
<td>1.6 1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>89.5 96.8</td>
<td>9.9 1.6</td>
<td>0.7 1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>88.7 97.2</td>
<td>11.1 2.5</td>
<td>0.2 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>84.5 94.4</td>
<td>12.0 4.5</td>
<td>3.4 1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average all plants</td>
<td>89.6 ± 2.5 96.7 ± 1.1</td>
<td>9.4 ± 2.0 2.1 ± 1.5</td>
<td>1.0 ± 1.2 1.2 ± 0.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*% of total water
Supplementary Figures

Figure S1: Drying curve of Post-AD THP digestate from Plant A

Figure S2: Drying curve of Post-AD THP digestate from Plant B

Figure S3: Drying curve of Post-AD THP digestate from Plant C
Figure S4: Drying curve of Post-AD THP digestate from Plant D

Figure S5: Drying curve of Post-AD THP digestate from Plant E

Figure S6: Drying curve of Post-AD THP digestate from Plant F
Figure S7: Drying curve of Post-AD THP digestate from Plant G

Figure S8: Drying curve of Post-AD THP digestate from Plant H

Figure S9: Drying curve of Post-AD THP digestate from Plant I
Figure S10: Drying curve of Post-AD THP digestate from Plant J

Figure S11: Drying curve of Post-AD THP digestate from Plant K

Figure S12: Drying curve of Post-AD THP digestate from Plant L
Figure S13. Drying curve of Post-AD THP digestate from Plant M

Figure S14: Drying curve of Post-AD THP digestate from Plant N

Figure S15: Drying curve of Post-AD THP digestate from Plant O
Figure S16: Drying curve of Post-AD THP digestate from Plant P

Figure S17: Drying curve of Post-AD THP digestate from Plant Q

Figure S18: Drying curve of Post-AD THP digestate from Plant R
Figure S19: Drying curve of Post-AD THP digestate from Plant S

Figure S20: Drying curve of Post-AD THP digestate from Plant T

Figure S21: Drying curve of Post-AD THP digestate from Plant U
Figure S22: Drying curve of Post-AD THP digestate from Plant V

Figure S23: Drying curve of Post-AD THP digestate from Plant W

Figure S24: Drying curve of Post-AD THP digestate from Plant X
Figure S25: Drying curve of Post-AD THP digestate from Plant Y

Figure S26: Drying curve of Post-AD THP digestate from Plant Z

Figure S27: Drying curve of Post-AD THP digestate from Plant AA
Figure S28: Drying curve of Post-AD THP digestate from Plant AB

Figure S29: Drying curve of Post-AD THP digestate from Plant AC

Figure S30: Drying curve of Post-AD THP digestate from Plant AD
Figure S31: Drying curve of Post-AD THP digestate from Plant AE

Figure S32: Drying curve of Post-AD THP digestate from Plant AF

Figure S33: Relationship between dewatered cake solids (% DS) and volatile solids (% of DS) of original digestates